
for Delta Module 2 participants  

 

Could Demand High be your “Alternative Practice”? 
 

The “Alternative Practice” requirement in Delta Module 2 

As part of Module 2 of the Delta, candidates are asked to undertake “an investigation of a 

specific lesson approach/teaching procedure/teaching technique with which the candidate is 

unfamiliar.” The candidate must read and research around the area, teach a lesson 

experimenting with some, perhaps small, aspect of this and find ways to assess the 

effectiveness and success of the experiment. This is then gathered in a written assignment 

of 2000 – 2500 words. 

 

Why DH might make a good focus 

Obviously many candidates might have specific projects of personal interest to them – but, if 

you are still trying to decide what might make a good project for you, you might consider an 

investigation into “Demand-High” teaching. 

 

We suggest this as it is something well suited to small-scale experimentation – and yet (as 

one might hope from the Delta as a whole) which has the potential to shift your thinking 

about teaching, learning and your practice. 

 
Because it is not a method or an approach – but simply experimenting with small changes to 
what you do now (whatever it is that you do!) it seems particularly suited to single lesson 
investigation within a course. 
 
There is a growing amount of material on the DH website that could be used within your 
project (e.g. The observation tasks). 
 
What kind of experiment? 
 
Here is a quick definition of Demand High: 
 

 

Demand High invites you to ask “Am I engaging the full human learning potential of the 

students in my class? How do I know? Can I raise the game, usefully and productively by 

employing certain qualities of a higher demand?” 

 

Demand High asks this of any teacher anywhere, regardless of institution or methodology 

and without the need for financial outlay, use of technology, new curricula or retraining.  

 

 
So, from this perspective, any experiment that looks closely at the question “How can I get 
closer to seeing the learning … and start to respond more to that?” is in the territory. It is 
about finding ways, whatever method or materials you use, of subtly raising the demand 
made on the learning capacities of your students. It is about exploring, developing and 
making small adjustments within what we are already doing, that might result in engaging 
more of the students’ learning potential.  



This suggests three areas, any one of which might usefully be opened up in a practically 

focussed assignment. 

 

(a) attitude  

Can I investigate my own expectations of the leaners? Can I feel free to stretch them a bit 

more than I do?  Can I investigate the differences between “undoable demand” (i.e. making 

everything more difficult) and “doable demand” (i.e. working on each individual’s own 

learning at the he precise point where they need and want to move forward)? 

 

 Example: What happens if I go into a lesson expecting that learners can achieve 

significantly more (in quality of production rather than quantity of work) than I would 

normally expect them to do? 

 

(b) teacher focus of energy  

Can I move away from my possible preoccupation with the mechanics of activity, task and 

material and start moving towards a greater interest in learning to see where the learning is 

going on? 

 

 Example: Can I experiment with using my coursebook in a different way? Can I take 

the material as the start point for exploration, leaving behind the imperative to “get 

through” certain amounts and instead see what happens if I allow time and space to 

get deeper inside the learning that an exercise or task opens up? 

 

 

(c) technique  

Can I try out “nudging” interventions that are designed to helpfully push each learner? Can I 

start to practice the higher skillset of classroom management? 

 

 Example: Can I make sure that all leaners in my class are engaged at working at 

their own level, rather spending most of my time on the small number of “fast” 

students? 

 

A few other possible “Alternative Practice” suggestions 
 
For all these ideas, your main focus for the assignment could be named as “Demand-High” – 
with one or more of these forming aspects of your specific classroom experiments: 
 
1 Learning to see the “learning moves” within familiar classroom activities (see Seminar 

Pack 2 for ideas) 
2 Avoiding “rubberstamping” answers when checking tasks and exercises. Involving 

more learners at all levels. (see Observation Tasks 2 & 3) 
3 Changes in attitude: does believing that students are capable of more, given the 

opportunities, lead to tangibly better outcomes? 
4 Working “one to one within the group”  
5 Using classroom management techniques within whole class stages to train learners 

(a) to listen to each other, (b) to respond to and interact with each other. 
6 See what’s going on from different perspectives (e.g. your own and the student’s) and 

to describe and evaluate etc  



References  
 
Although there are no books directly on Demand High, the following is a draft short list of 
reading that will help you to look further into some relevant questions.   
(We would welcome suggestions for relevant additions to this list!) 
 

How We Learn 
and How We 
Should be 
Taught: Volume I: 
An Introduction to 
the Work of Caleb 
Gattegno 

Roslyn 
Young and 
Piers 
Messum 

Duo Flumina A lucid and thought-provoking 
introduction to the work of 
educational pioneer Caleb Gattegno , 
the founder of Silent Way, which he 
referred to as “The Subordination of 
Teaching to Learning” – a very 
influential concept behind Demand 
High.  

Visible Learning John Hattie Routledge A survey of many other surveys into 
what makes successful learning. 
Read chapter 11 “Brining it all 
together” which goes into his 
conclusions about many aspects of 
teaching / learning including 
challenge. 

Teaching Today Geoff Petty Nelson 
Thomas 

A very wide ranging primer on school 
teaching. Look especially at Chapter 
24 which focuses on “Whole class 
interactive teaching – assertive 
questioning”. 

A Way and Ways  
and 
Memory, Meaning 
& Method  

Earl Stevick  Newbury 
House (out of 
print) 

Two quite old books that look closely 
at the process of learning, including  
detailed descriptions of the Silent 
Way 

Sound 
Foundations 

Adrian 
Underhill 

Macmillan 
ELT 

This book focusses on phonology, 
but from a very DH perspective 
(though it wasn’t named then!)  

Classroom 
Management 
Techniques   

Jim Scrivener Cambridge  There are many core classroom 
management ideas here, especially 
for making sure that all learners get 
to work equally. 

Classroom 
management in 
Language 
Education 

Tony Wright Palgrave 
Macmillan 

Look at chapter 8 on classroom talk, 
11 on engagement and 12 on 
participation. 

Internet articles   There are many mainstream 
educational writers who have strong 
opinions in related fields. Search for 
“challenging students”  

Bloom’s 
Taxonomy of 
Thinking Skills 

  Widely referenced in many books 
and on the internet. The 
categorisation of different kinds of 
thinking allows us to view classroom 
tasks in all subjects terms of how 
cognitively demanding they are. This 
then challenges teachers to not just 
offer low level demands.  

 


